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• Only two mention
positive + negative












• Wide range of 
publication dates
• Milestone 2004
• No narrowed focus
over time
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Results of the 
Case Study
7
Source: Own editing based on Amt für Stadtentwicklung und Statistik Heidelberg (2013)
DATA
HEIDELBERG:
SHARE OF STUDENT HOUSEHOLDS
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Source: Own editing based on Audric (2012)
MONTPELLIER:
SHARE OF STUDENT HOUSEHOLDS DATA
DATA
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Montpellier: Population by Age Groups
Source: Direction de l‘action territoriale Montpellier (2014)
Montpellier: Forms of Accommodation
DATA
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Source: Own photographic documentary
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Source: Own photographic documentary
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Montpellier: Figure ground plan (built structure)



















MONTPELLIER & HEIDELBERG IN COMPARISON
Distribution of 
students
• Historic momentum: 
City center 
‚Radial Ring‘ 
• Clear pattern: 
Triangle
• Historic momentum: 
Converging villages
• No clear pattern: 
Center-oriented 
Social structure Built structure
• Age: Affects ends of scale
• Unemployment rate: 
Below average
• Diversity: Higher 
percentage of foreigners
• Age: Very high share of 
young inhabitants
• Unemployment rate: 
Below average
• Educational level: 
Above average
• Diversity: Higher 
percentage of foreigners
Housing:
- High share of one-person
households
- More apartments, less detached
homes 
• Historically grown vs. 
subject of city planning
• Built structure: Structural
homogeneity of the area
• Functional flexibility: 
Solidity vs. Conversion
Housing:
- High share of one-person
households







Flexible functional structureSolid functional structure












































MONTPELLIER & HEIDELBERG IN COMPARISON
Urban Space I
• Dynamic and changeable urban space
• Occupancy and conversion through use 
of space
• Heterogeneous functional meanings of 
urban space 
• Infrastructural impact clear and dynamic
• Students able to occupy and shape urban 
space: Small local centres, Street Art etc.
• Student charisma of urban areas genuine and 
dynamic
• Infrastructural impact detectable but traditional
• Students use urban space according to its 
characteristic, reproduce its content and symbols
• Student charisma institutionalised 
• Traditional setting instead of ‘Scene’
• Static urban space
• Strong use of space without possibility of 
conversion
• Strong functional meaning of urban 
space: Historic momentum (picturesque 
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